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Formation  Kinetics of the  Triatomic  Excimer Ar2F* 
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WILLIAM L. WILSON, JR., MEMBER,  IEEE, AND H. WEBER 

Abstmct-Detailed  fluorescence measurements of electron beam- 
excited high pressure mixtures of Ar/F, and Ar/NF3 have been  made  in 
order to investigate the processes leading to the formation of Ar2FX. 
Three-body collisional quenching of ArF* has  been  identified  as a ma- 
jor  formation mechanism. The  third-order  rate  constant  for this reac- 
tion has  been measured to be kl = (1.2 t 0.2) X cm6 . s-'. h 
addition quenching rates  for collisional de-excitation of ArzF* by 
argon and  the fluoride donors NF3 and F, have been determined. The 
radiative. lifetime has  been  measured  as 219 ? 15 ns. The possible  for- 
mation of ArzF* from long-lived excited argon neutrals  when using 
intense  excitation densities and  low-donor pressures is also  briefly 
discussed. 

S 
I. INTRODUCTION 

INCE the initial characterization of broadband emissions 
from  triatomic rare gas halides [l] , [2]  and  the  recent 

demonstrations  of laser action  by  two  electron  beam-pumped 
trimers, Xe2C1 [3],   [4] and  Kr,F  [SI,  [6],  there  has been 
considerable interest  in Ar2 F as a laser medium.  The  trimer 
Ar2F* is of special interest [ 11, [7] - [ 171 because its fluo- 
rescence covers a  broad  spectral range in the UV centered at 
285 If: 25  nm,  a region that is currently  not  obtainable via 
single step  coherent processes. Another reason for  the  interest 
is the relative simplicity of the argon-halogen donor  system, as 
argon can  be used both as a  buffer gas for  efficient  electron- 
beam  energy deposition  and as an active medium  for  Ar2F* 
production. However, due to  the  low cross section  for  stimu- 
lated emission [4]  and  the large Ar; and ArT absorptions 
[ 181 - [20] which spectrally overlap the fluorescence, no  Ar2  F 
laser action  has as yet been  observed. In  the present paper,  the 
procedures developed for  the  study  of Xe2C1 production  and 
quenching  [21] are  utilized in  order to obtain  a  better  under- 
standing of the  kinetic processes leading to  the  formation  of 
Ar2F* following electron beam excitation of Ar/F, and 
Ar/NF3  mixtures. 

11. EXPERIMENTAL  APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES 
Details of the electron-beam apparatus used for  most  the 

experiments discussed in  this paper have been described else- 
where [3] ,   [4 j .  Therefore,  the description given below is 
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limited  to details specific to  the  study of Ar, F*. Mixtures of 
high purity argon  (0.5-6 atm)  and  the halogen donor (0.5-20 
torr of pure  NF3  or  of 10 percent F, in He) were irradiated 
by an  intense  electron  beam,  produced by a Pulserad 110 ac- 
celerator (1 MeV, 15 kA) having a  typical pulse duration of 
8-10 ns. Great  care was taken  to  keep  the  reaction cell as 
clean as possible. The gas mixture was replaced after every 
shot.  In  addition,  the  most critical data were obtained  only 
after  a  long  pumping of the  reaction cell under high vacuum 
conditions.  The  ArF* emission was little  affected by cell 
purity. However, due to  its long lifetime,  the Ar, F* emission 
was far  more sensitive to  contaminants  and  the  intensity de- 
creased by as much as a  factor  of  two unless the cell was 
properly purged. 

A few experiments were performed using a coaxial field 
emission diode [22],  [23]  instead  of  a transverse electron 
beam pump  geometry [3] ,  141. The diode was fed  either  with 
a Pulserad 110A accelerator (1.3 MeV, 12 k A ,  20 ns) or  a 
Febetron  706  (600  keV, 5 k A ,  2 ns). This method of pump- 
ing resulted  in extremely high excitation densities  in the 
Ar-F, /NF3  mixtures of -300 MW/cm2. 

Time-integrated fluorescence spectra were obtained using an 
optical  multichannel analyzer (OMA). A  typical  spectrum 
consisting of a  narrow ArF*(B+X) transition  and  a broad- 
band  Ar2F* emission, which became more  prominent  at 
higher  argon  pressures, is shown in Fig. 1.  In this  figure, the 
relative total  intensities  corrected  for  the OMA spectral re- 
sponse  are in the  ratio  1  :32. Time-resolved measurements 
were made using a fast  vacuum photodiode  coupled  to  a  tran- 
sient  digitizer,  which  itself was interfaced to a DEC PDP 1  1  /23 
minicomputer  system,  Appropriate  filters were used to select 
the  narrow  ArF* emission centered  at  193 nm or  the  broad- 
band Ar, F* fluorescence at  285 nm. Data  reduction to yield 
either  a  time-integrated  photodiode signal or an exponential 
decay constant was performed using computer  routines devel- 
oped previously [ 21 ] , [ 241 . 

111. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Since the fluorescence emitted by Ar2F* was generally ob- 

served to reach its peak value only  after  that  emitted by  ArF* 
had effectively  decayed to  zero,  a  formation mechanism  in- 
volving ArF* as a precursor of Ar2F* was first considered. 
The  third-order  quenching  reaction of ArF* 

ArF* + Ar + Ar -+ Ar,F* t Ar (1) 
has  been proposed previously [7] ,  [ lo ] ,  [ 111 as a possible 
mechanism for the  formation  of  Ar2F*. If such  a reaction 
occurs, then  it can  be shown (see [21,  equations  (10)-(12)j) 
that  the  total  time-integrated fluorescence emitted  at  285 nm 
by Ar2F*, SIz s s  d t ,  is related to  that  emitted  at  193  nm by 
ArF*, S I l g 3  d t ,  by the  equation 
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence  spectrum of electron  beam-excited Ar-NF3 mix- 
ture  depicting both  the B -+ X transition of ArF*  and  the  broad-band 
emission of Ar2 F* . 

where kl  is the  termolecular  rate  constant  for  reaction (l), 
(Ar) is the particle density  of argon in  cm+, 7193 and 7285 are 
the radiative lifetimes of ArF*  and  Ar2F*, respectively, and 7 

is the effective exponential decay constant  for Ar2 F* given by 
the expression 

7-l = 7.2k5 t kXr (Ar) t kS2 (F2). (3 )  

Here, k&. and k:2 are  rate  constants  for  the  two-body colli- 
sional quenching of Ar2 F*  by  Ar  and  the  fluorine  donor (here 
considered to be F2), respectively. 

Fig. 2 displays the  experimentally  measured fluorescence 
ratio (SI285 &/SIlg3 d t )  as a function  of  the  square  of  the 
argon partial pressure for a number  of  mixtures, all containing 
a fixed  amount  of 3 torr of F,. The effective  decay constant 
7 did  not change as the argon  pressure was varied, being mea- 
sured as 38 f 3 ns. Therefore,  the  linearity  of  the  plot  strongly 
suggests that  ArzF* was formed primarily via three-body 
quenching of ArF*. The  rate  constant  for  reaction (1) was 
determined  from  the  slope  of Fig. 2, using (2), to be 

kl = (1.2 f 0.2) X cm6 . s-l. 

In making  this determination  the radiative lifetime of Ar2F* 
was taken to be  219 ns, the value measured in  this work,  and 
the radiative lifetime of ArF* was taken  to be 4 ns, the value 
calculated by  Dunning  and Hay [25]. 

The value of  kl is somewhat higher than  the values pre- 
viously published [7],  [lo]-[12]. However, our value de- 
pends inversely on T~ 93,  and  recent  experimental evidence sug- 
gests that  the  calculated radiative lifetime  may be too  low 
[ 2 6 ] .  The  uncertainty  in  kl is somewhat higher than  the 
quoted  standard deviation. It arises largely from  the  problem 
of  accurately  comparing  the  photodiode-filter  combination 
response at 193 and  285 nm. 

The rate of collisional quenching of Ar2F*  by  F2  (and by 
NF3) was established by  monitoring 1 2 8 5  afterII9, had effec- 
tively decayed to zero. The decay constant T for  ArzF* was 
measured for a number  of  mixtures  containing a constant 
amount of argon  (chosen to be 2  atm  in  one series of measure- 
ments  and 6 atm in another),  but  different  amounts of F2 (or 
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Fig. 2. The  ratio  of  total  time  integrated  fluorescence  emitted by 
h z F *  at 285 nm to  that  emitted  by  ArF*  at 193 nm  plotted against 
the  square of the  argon  buffer gas pressure. All mixtures  contained  a 
fixed  amount of 3 torr of F2. 
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Fig. 3. Stern-Volmer  plots  for  Ar2F*.  The  fluorescence decay  fre- 

quency is plotted versus the  partial  pressure of either  F2  or NF3 for 
mixtures  containing  either 2 atm  argon (solid  points)  or 6 atm argon 
(open  points). 

NF3).  Some  of  the  experimental  data is displayed in Fig. 3. 
As can be seen from  these  Stern-Volmer  plots,  data  taken in 
the presence of 2  atm  of argon  were  indistinguishable from 
those  taken  in  the presence of 6 atm  of argon. Therefore,  an 
upper limit of 1 0 - l ~  cm3 . s-l  could  be assigned to k l r ,  the 
rate  constant  for  quenching  of  Ar2F*  by argon. The  rate  con- 
stants  for collisional quenching of Ar2 F* by F2 and NF, were 
calculated  from  the slopes of the  appropriate  Stern-Volmer 
plots using (3) ,  as 

k4 = (2.05 f. 0.06) X lo-'' cm3 . s-l 
F* 

and 

kgF, = (1.23 ?r 0.05) X lo-'' cm' . s - l ,  

respectively. The radiative lifetime  of Ar, F* was determined 
by  extrapolating  the measured  decay frequencies to zero 
donor pressure as 

7285 = 219 f 15 ns. 

This value may be compared to  the value of 185 ns reported in 
[7] - [9].  The  lower  quenching  rate observed when using NF3 
is consistent  with  the behavior  observed  in [27]  for  the 
quenching  of Kr2 F*  by  F2  and NF, . 

Although  the  data  presented  in Fig. 2 suggest that  Ar2 F* is 
formed primarily as a  result of  three-body  quenching of ArF*, 
a number  of  experiments  and  calculations were performed  in 
order  to  further  check  this  hypothesis.  The  experiments  in- 
volved adding  up  to 10 torr  of SF, to  the reaction mixtures 
prior to  electron beam excitation. SF, is known  to possess a 
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large electron  capture cross section  [28]  and is known  to 
strongly  inhibit  the dissociative attachment  reaction  that leads 
to  the  formation of excited  neutrals  subsequent to electron 
beam excitation  of argon [29].  

Ar: + e  + Ar* t Ar. (4) 

Previous studies  with transverse electron beam pumping have 
shown  that  the  addition of 1 torr of SF, greatly decreases the 
formation  of  the N,(C) state which is produced  by  excitation 
transfer  from  Ar*  in  electron beam excited Ar/N, mixtures 
[30].  In  the  present  study,  the  addition  of  SF6  had  little ef- 
fect  on  either  the yield or  the  temporal behavior of Ar2F*. 
Therefore,  it  may be concluded  that  under  the  conditions of 
this  study,  excited  neutrals  such as Ar* and Ar$ play an insig- 
nificant role  in the  production of Ar,F*. The  calculations 
involved numerical integration  of  the  rate  equations  pertinent 
to  the  formation  and removal of Ar2F* via the following 
model: 

ArF* + Ar -t Ar -+ Ar2F* t Ar (1) 

Ar,F* + F, + quenched  products ( 5 )  

Ar, F* -t Ar + quenched  products ( 6 )  

Ar,F* + 2Ar t F t hv. (7) 

The  integration was performed using Euler's method  with  a 
stepsize of -4 X 10-l' s. The  concentration  of  ArF* was cal- 
culated  from  the  intensity  of  the  experimentally measured 
ArF(B + X )  fluorescence and was used as input  data  into  the 
calculation. This input  took  the  form of an  array  of  512 suc- 
cessive intensity  measurements  recorded  on  a  transient digi- 
tizer over a  time interval of  200 ns. The radiative lifetime  of 
Ar2  F* was taken  to be 219 ns, and  the  rate  constants  for  the 
quenching reactions were chosen to  be  k5 e kg2 = 2.05 X 
lo-'' cm3 . s-l ,  and  k6 k& = cm3 . s-l  in  order to fit 
the decay measurements previously discussed. The  third-order 
rate  constant  kl was initiallychosen to  be 1.2 X cm6 . s-l ,  
but this constant was later varied  slightly in  order to provide 
a "best fit" between  experiment  and calculation. 

Temporal profiles of  Ar2F* fluorescence were calculated 
for  a variety of mixtures  containing 3 torr F, and varying 
amounts  of  argon ranging from 1-6 ,atm.  A  typical  compari- 
son  between  a  calculation  and  an  experiment is shown  in 
Fig. 4. Equally  good comparisons were obtained  for  the  other 
mixtures  studied.  The overall degree of agreement between 
computation  and  experiment  confirms  the validity of the pro- 
posed Ar2  F*  formation mechanism  in these  experiments. 

Although  Ar2F*  formation via three-body  quenching of 
ArF* may be considered as the  dominant  pathway  when  op- 
erating  under  the  conditions described  above, other experi- 
ments  performed using higher argon and lower F2 pressures 
and  more  intense  electron beam excitation have shown  that 
other  formation  pathways  can  sometimes also be important. 
For  instance,  when using the higher primary  electron densities 
that can be achieved by coaxial pumping,  the  temporal profile 
of Ar2F* fluorescence emitted by a  mixture  containing  1  torr 
F, and 6 atm argon contained  two  temporal  components as 
shown in Fig. 5. The initial component  can be  readily iden- 
tified as being produced  from  a short-lived ArF*  intermedi- 

TIME (ns) 
Fig. 4. Observed and calculated time dependence of Ar,F* fluores- 

cence emitted for a mixture containing 3 torr Fz and 2 atm argon. 
The calculated  profile used kinetic  data presented in the  text, with 
kl  chosen to be 1.33 X cm6 . s-l .  

100 200 300 
TIME, ns 

Fig. 5. Temporal fluorescence  characteristics of a coaxially pumped 
A I - F ~  mixture depicting two  distinct  formations channels for Ar,F* 
(a) experimental  Ar2F*  temporal behavior, (b)  computed profiie  of 
Ar2F* formed via three-body  quenching  of ArF*, (c) the curve ob- 
tained by  subtraction of  (b) from (a), showing  a  delayed component 
that is probably  produced  by long-lived argon species. 

ate.  In  fact,  the dashed  line  labeled (5) in this  figure  can  be 
synthesized  directly  from  the observed ArF* fluorescence us- 
ing the  rate  constants  for  the  formation  reaction (1) and  the 
quenching reactions ( S ) ,  (6),  and (7) described above. The 
remaining contribution, labeled in Fig. 5 as peak (c), arises 
from  an  entirely  different  Ar2F*  formation mechanism. The 
relative contributions  from  the  two mechanisms  change as the 
total pressure is altered.  At  low argon  pressures (1 atm), the 
temporal profile of  the overall fluorescence resembles curve 
(b), and  Ar2F*  production is dominated  by  the  three-body 
reaction  with A#*. At higher pressures (16 atm), the overall 
fluorescence  resembles curve (c), and  Ar2F*  production oc- 
curs largely by  the  other mechanism. Furthermore, as a result 
of this  second  formation mechanism, the argon pressure de- 
pendence  of  the  Ar2F* fluorescence emitted  subsequent  to 
coaxial pumping is quite  different  from  that  emitted following 
transverse electron beam excitation, as can be seen in Fig. 6. 

A reasonable explanation  for this  behavior  can  be obtained 
by  considering the following mechanism: 

ef t Ar + ef t Ar+ -t e, (8) 

e, t F, + F- + F (9) 

Ar' + F- + ArF* (10) 

ArF* + Ar + Ar + Ar, F* + Ar.  (1) 
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Fig. 6. Comparison  of AI pressure dependence of Ar2F* fluorescence 

for (a) transverse e-beam excitation  and (b)  coaxial  e-beam  excita- 
tion of argon-F2 mixtures a t  various F2 pressures. 

TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF ArzF* RATE CONSTANTS 

React  ion ~- Rate Constant  Other Work 

I )  ArFx + Ar + Ar + Ar2F* + Ar kl  = ( I  . 2  +0.2)x10-30cm6s-1 O . ~ X I O - ~ ~ [ I ~ ] ,  0 . 4 ~ l O ~ ~ ~ [ l I ] ,  0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~ c m ~ s ~ ~ 1 7 , 9 , 1 6 1  

2 )  Ar2F* -f 2Ar + F + hv (285 nrn) T285 = 219 +I5 nS 185 ns [7-91. 230 ns 1161 

3) Ar2F* + F2 + quenching kqF2 = (2.05 + 0 . 0 6 ) ~ 1 O ~ ~ ~ c m ~ s ~ ~  9 .  lx10~10cm3s-1 [91 

4 )  Ar F* + NF3 + quenching kq = (1 .23  f J . O 5 ) ~ 1 0 - ~ ~ c m ~ s - ~  5.6~10-~~cm~s-l I161 
NF3 

5 )  Ar F* + Ar -+ quenching k i r  < cm s - I  2 . 2 ~ 1 O - ~ ~ c m ~ 5 - ‘  [I61 

Here ef represents fast 1 MeV electrons  that  deposit energy 
into  the  buffer gas, producing argon ions  and  secondary elec- 
trons.  A relatively small number of secondary  electron (e,) are 
produced  when using the lower primary beam intensities using 
the transverse electron beam configuration  or  when  operating 
at  low argon  pressures. These secondary  electrons  are largely 
captured  by F, in  reaction (91, producing  F-,  and  thus  Ar2F* 
via reactions (10) and (1). However, when higher electron 
beam intensities  and higher argon pressures are used, more 
secondary  electrons  are  produced. If the  density  of F2 is kept 
low,  many  of  these remain unattached,  and  therefore  partici- 
pate in the following sequence  which  produces long-lived 
argon neutrals. 

Ar’ t Ar t Ar -+ Ar: t Ar (1 1) 

Ar: -+ e, -+ Ar* t Ar (1 2)  

Ar* t Ar t Ar -+ Ar; t Ar. (13) 

Some  of these long-lived species may be precursors of  the de- 
layed Ar, F* fluorescence shown  in Fig. 5. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
When using moderate  electron beam intensities,  low  buffer 

gas pressure, and high fluorescence donor  concentrations, 
Ar,F* is formed primarily via a three-body  reaction involv- 
ing ArF*.  Rate  constants  for  the reaction producing  Ar2F*, 
and  for various reactions removing it  from  the system  are 
given in Table I. At  high e-beam  intensities  and  low  fluorine 
donor pressures, other mechanisms producing Ar2 F* become 
prominent. 
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